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stationary ergodic sequence and each X. takes on integer values running from 0 to D-l. We show that the distribution function will be either a step function, or a continuous and purely singular function, or else a linear function of its argument. The form of the distribution function is related to the entropy rate of the random sequence. We discuss this relationship and also the relationship of entropy rate to the concept of Hausdorff dimension.
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SECTION II SOME INFORMATION THEORETIC PRELIMINARIES
We review briefly some pertinent facts from Information Theory.
It will be convenient to introduce the symbol P(a,.
• To the process [P,X :n ^ l] we associate a set of non-negative n numbers.
H R = -E* P(a 1 ,---,a n ) log P( ai ,---,a n ) . a 1 ,-..,a n
We mean E to signify that the summation is carried out only V"' a n over those n-tuples which have a positive probability of occurrence;
the number of summands is clearly £ D . The numbers H which are J n termed (n-fold) entropies satisfy the following simple inequalities: 
In order for equality to hold throughout it is necessary and sufficient that P(a,, ,# *,a .) ^0 imply P(a l , '" ,a n+1 ) P(a 2'"' ,a n ) -P(a l , '" ,a n ) P(a 2■" " 'Vn^ (n * X) This is, however, a necessary and sufficient condition for the random variables X..,X«,*** to be independent.
From (a), (b) and (c) we deduce that the sequence {(H -H -)} is
monotone non-increasing, and bounded between 0 and 1. Thus the sequence has a limit which we designate by H: shall give a direct proof, however, establishing in the process Holder conditions on F. The techniques used are similar to those of Kinney [7] and Kinney and Pitcher [8] .
Lemma 4
If xeE then for any a > 0
The proof follows by observing that we can choose a positive 6 < OL and i so large that -(H-KK) where i is the smallest integer for which both £. + r\. < X and
Since |i(F(B)) « 0 we can choose X so small that fi(F(C )) < € .
A.
Set A -E -C . Clearly /i(F(A)) > 1 -e . For each xeA we can A.
choose an integer t so large that Q + r\ < X and for all integers 
